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About This Game

Dracula has summoned you to prepare his library for his coming absence. Dracula's books need to be safe for a long period of
time. Many of the ancient texts cannot be touched by mortal hands or they will be damaged beyond repair. You must use your
wand of lightning to invoke numerous spells to organize and seal the ancient tombs. Invisibility will then be cast at the end to
protect them from thieves. You have only nine counter spells that will fix running out of time for the spells but can earn more

through progress.

54 increasingly difficult levels.
Six symbol types that must be cast to properly seal the tomes.

Some variations of symbols can be figured out to shorten cast/draw times.
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Title: Dracula's Library
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
G. Malta
Publisher:
VRS
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or more recent.

Processor: 2.4 quad core or higher.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb Non integrated card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: If any issues running, use windows 7 compatibility mode.

English
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First things first: This is a thumbs up because the game does nothing really wrong - it also isn't great at anything. Consider it a
51%, it passes base.

That aside, this is a generic, derivative time management game, with very mediocre visuals and a completely forgetable (and
thankfully skipable) story. The attempts at humour were on the childish side for me, but the voice over was actually competent,
a surprise for a game of this budget. The music and sound design are also competent, as in: repetitive but not horrible. As for the
customization of the protagonists, it consists of hats and skins that you get as rewards, so... meh? On the positive side: No bugs
or crashes. This will likely run on a potato.

Gameplay-wise, I found it way too easy for my tastes and very light on strategy. The level design is, you guessed it, competent
enough, but not really interesting. It took no effort at all to finish all levels with gold stars, so if you're looking for something
relaxing, this will maybe work for you. A little bit of planning and strategy will also allow you to beat most developers' times -
which by the way is only necessary once for the achievement, making this an easy game to 100%.

All in all, it's alright, I guess. Competent enough is not a great recommendation I realize, but it's not a bad game for casual time
management fans. Just wait for a sale.. Decent side-scroller for a couple hours of entertainment. It's a little too easy, though..
You like ADTR? You play Rocksmith? Buy it.. Unfinished game, without an update in almost two years.

Do not buy.. Overall i like the Design and when i started up the Game at first it looked so cool :D but then i had to realize how
bad it realy is. So the mouse isnt anchored to the character correctly so the character wont look where the mouse points from his
perspektive and i honstely couldnt find out where the anchorpoint actually is, as well as the W-A-S-D respond very delayed and
if you move the mouse outside the play area you cant control your character at all. I didn't expect a Blockbuster Game paying
only one Euro and i think if these three things get fixed it'll definetly be worth buying but for now i can't recommend it even for
one Euro.. From enemies constantly getting stuck in walls causing you to reset from the start to failing challanges the moment
you start the wave.
This is just as terrible as is the main game.. One of the better difficult platformers on steam. Feels really good to play, even if
you're not good it makes you feel like you're doing something really cool.. Not a great airport at all save your money.
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The creator abandoned his small community, a cool looking game down the drain. Just not a complete game. Mostly what the
game tries to execute it does well but there is absolutely nothing ambitous about the game.

No theme, no campaign, barely asymettric, insignificant terrain (and a limited number of maps).

Could have been great.. Not a rhythm game.
Actually, it seems to have nothing to do with the music at all.
It is also very difficult to judge the timing of the notes due to different approach rates, and the fact that the arrows point towards
the center, not away. This makes it very hard when to hit a note.

It's just bad game deisgn >_>
It's made to be frusterating.. Right handed glove on the left hand. I first found out about this game a long time ago. I saw my
father playing it by his computer. I was very intrigued, being young as I was, seeing all these colorful jewels on the screen,
exploding and falling.

I asked him if i could play, and I fell in love. I would play everyday after school. Trying to beat my fathers ridiculous score. I
never did beat his score, and to this day, I am still nowhere near it.

This game is a great puzzle game. You have to think and be strategic to get big scores. Sure you can be lucky, but you will
always do better if you actually think about what you are doing.

This game will always be a classic, and I recommend it to everyone and anyone.. Those items are used to boost your stats. You
get a few in-game, but not a lot. It's not really worth it, but it can be useful in Nightmare mode. Other than that, pass.. Pretty
addictive game with quite a bit of depth and attention to detail. Dev seems pretty active and i look forward to seeing what else
gets added to the game. Definately worth the buy.. if only there is raw file (obj,fbx,etc) about detail human topology and correct
edgeflow, in this case universal edge flow for animation (male and female), and the rest of video just great

because trying to understand human topology especially female is quite hard

thanks
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